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Introduction

1 When invoice volume heated up, Suburban Propane turned to Corcentric. Corcentric.com. 2019. https://www.corcentric.com/
resources/when-invoice-volume-heated-up-suburban-propane-turned-to-cor360/. Accessed September 2019.

S uburban Propane of Whippany, New Jersey, is 

a national distributer of refined fuels, supplying 

energy-related products to more than 1.1 million 

customers in more than 668 locations. It was already 

a massive business when it acquired the propane division 

of Inergy LP in 2012. The purchase made Suburban the third- 

largest propane provider by volume in the United States and dou-

bled the number of invoices it received virtually overnight. 

Suburban Propane’s accounts payable (AP) department was 

maxed out, though. Its invoice processing operations were 

largely manual, requiring most invoices to be sent to one of 

several regional offices via post and relying on employees to 

process them. The company hired 10 temporary workers to help 

manage the surge in invoice volumes, but its AP department still 

struggled to process the thousands it received each month.1  

Faced with invoice pileups and too few 

resources to manage them, the company 

needed to find a solution — fast. It was 

far from alone. Three out of 10 AP profes-

sionals work at companies that struggle 

to efficiently process invoices, accord-

ing to recent PYMNTS research, and the 

problem is compounded for those like 

Suburban Propane that can receive up to 

20,000 in a month.

Nevertheless, these businesses often 

have the most efficient invoice opera-

tions. Our research finds 77.2 percent of 

AP professionals from firms that process 

more than 20,000 invoices per month 

say their invoice processing protocols 

are already “very” or “extremely” efficient. 

Just 49.1 percent of those that process 

between 5,000 and 20,000 invoices 

per month and 50 percent of those 

whose firms process 5,000 or fewer say  

the same. 

This efficiency is not a matter of opinion, 

either. Businesses that receive 20,000 

invoices per month process invoices 

faster, taking 11.6 days between the 

moment an invoice is received to when 

the payment is made. Those that han-

dle fewer per month need an average of 

more than two full weeks to do the same. 

Businesses that handle large volumes 

tend to blow their competitors out of the 

water in invoice efficiency. So, what do 

they do differently, and what can their 

competitors learn from them?

These are just a couple of the questions 

PYMNTS, in collaboration with Corcen-

tric, set out to answer in this edition of 

the Payables Friction Playbook — The 

Light At The End Of The Tunnel: Invoice 

Processing. In this series, we analyzed 

the survey responses of 1,040 AP pro-

fessionals from U.S. firms regarding how 

related innovations might help streamline 

and enhance their companies’ AP oper-

ations. The third edition analyzes how 

these businesses can streamline invoice 

processing, what those with the most effi-

cient invoice processes do differently and 

what those with less efficient processes 

can learn from their examples. 

https://www.corcentric.com/resources/when-invoice-volume-heated-up-suburban-propane-turned-to-cor360/
https://www.corcentric.com/resources/when-invoice-volume-heated-up-suburban-propane-turned-to-cor360/
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The best want to keep getting better. 

The AP professionals who are most interested in adopting invoice innovations 

also believe their companies’ invoice processing operations are already highly 

efficient. Respondents are far more likely to express interest in adopting invoice 

innovations if the companies for which they work already have efficient invoice 

processes, for example. Our survey found 74.6 percent of those who believe 

they have “very” or “extremely” efficient invoice receipt processes would like 

their businesses to adopt invoice receipt innovations. Similarly, 73.4 percent of 

those who believe their firms’ invoice approval operations are already efficient 

would like to implement invoice approval innovations going forward, and 66 

percent who believe their firms’ invoice payment innovations are efficient would 

like to implement additional invoice payment innovations.  

Efficiency, not cost savings, is a key decision-driver.

Most AP professionals who are interested in invoice processing innovations are 

more driven toward improving efficiency and worry less about cutting costs. 

The most common reasons for which they express interest in invoice process-

ing innovations include reducing the time (69.8 percent), manual intervention 

(67.6 percent) and number of people (64.2 percent) needed to process invoices. 

Just 28.9 percent say they are interested because invoice processing innova-

tions can reduce firms’ overall costs. 

Payments move at the speed of invoice processing.

Getting paid only happens once an invoice has been approved. 

Making payments faster, or at least within terms, is directly 

related to the speed at which invoices are processed — which is 

highly variable. The average invoice takes two weeks and requires 

approval from two to five people before it is fully processed, but 

this changes with how many invoices a company processes per 

month. AP professionals at those that process more than 20,000 

invoices per month take an average of 11.6 days to receive, 

approve and make invoice payments. Firms that process between 

2,000 and 5,000 invoices per month need 15.6 days to do the 

same, and those that process 5,000 to 20,000 invoices per month  

need 16.5 days, on average. 

This is notable because firms that process more than 20,000 

invoices per month also tend to require invoice approval from 

more people. Approximately half of the AP professionals who 

work at firms that process this volume must have received 

invoices approved by three or more people before they are paid. 

Just 36 percent of those that process between 5,000 and 20,000 

invoices per month and 26.5 percent that process 2,000 to 5,000 

per month say the same. 

FIVE KEY FINDINGS

Introduction    |    04
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Digital drives payables processing and process efficiencies.

Firms that process more than 20,000 invoices per month use electronic invoices, 

are more likely to employ both technical and procedural methods to efficiently 

manage their heavy invoice volumes and require CEOs’ approval to process 

invoices. Our research finds 84.5 percent of AP professionals from those that 

process 20,000-plus invoices per month say their firms use eInvoices to help 

work through their massive volumes. This compares to a sample average of 

74.5 percent. 

AP professionals from businesses that process more than 20,000 invoices per 

month are also more likely to say they need their CEOs’ approval before they 

can make invoice payments. More than half of all respondents at businesses 

that handle this invoice volume say their CEOs must approve the invoices they 

receive, compared to 19.6 percent of those at firms that handle between 5,000 

and 20,000 invoices per month and 21.8 percent from companies that handle 

2,000 to 5,000 per month.

Digitizing invoicing is a higher priority than digitizing payments  

via ePayables. 

When it comes to improving invoicing processes, AP professionals are most 

interested in eInvoice solutions, followed by automatic order matching and ePay-

ables. Seventy percent of those surveyed say they are interested in investing in 

future invoice innovations. Among this group, 56.9 percent express interest in 

eInvoices, 43.8 percent in automatic order matching and 28 percent in adopt-

ing ePayables technology — the three invoice innovations in which respondents 

express the most interest. 

The following pages will drill into the details of how businesses receive, approve and pay 

invoices, what some firms get right about their invoice processing protocols and how other 

businesses can improve their own. 

04
Businesses that receive more than  

20,000 invoices per month  

process them faster,  

TAKING 11.6 DAYS  
between the moment an invoice is received  

to when the payment is made.  

 

Those that handle  

fewer invoices per month  

need an average of  

MORE THAN  
TWO FULL WEEKS  

to do the same. 
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O ur survey results show that 

the businesses whose AP pro-

fessionals report the highest 

interest in invoice innovations 

are often not the ones that most need them. 

The respondents who express the greatest 

A culture of efficiency    |    08

A culture of   
efficiency  

77.2%
of AP professionals  

from firms that  
process more than 

20,000 invoices per 
month say their  

invoice processing 
systems are efficient.

Share who rate their firms’ invoice processing opera-
tions as “very” or “extremely” efficient, by number of 
invoices processed per month
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22.8%
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FIGURE 1: 

How firms’ invoice processing efficiency relates to 
their future innovation plans  
Share whose firms’ have plans for invoice receipt, 
approval and payment innovations, by efficiency of 
current processes
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Invoice payment innovations

74.6%
32.3%

73.4%
30.9%

66.0%
34.1%

50.0%
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Efficient

Not efficient

levels of interest in adopting future invoice 

innovations believe their businesses’ invoice 

processing operations are already highly effi-

cient, and those who do not consider their 

companies’ invoice processing operations 

to be efficient are, ironically, far less likely to 

express interest in invoice innovations. 

The AP professionals who say their firms’ 

invoice processing operations are efficient 

are more likely than others to express interest 

in adopting invoice receipt, approval and pay-

ment innovations, too. Among respondents 

Source: PYMNTS.com
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who rate them as “very” or “extremely” effi-

cient, 74.6 percent are interested in all three 

types of invoice innovations. This compares 

to just 32.2 percent of those who do not rate 

their firms’ invoice processing operations as 

“very” or “extremely” efficient. 

Among AP professionals who say their firms 

already have “very” or “extremely” efficient 

invoice approval protocols, 73.4 percent 

plan to invest in invoice approval innovations 

in the future. Just 30.9 percent of respon-

dents who do not rate their firms’ invoice 

approval operations as “very” or “extremely” 

efficient express interest in doing the same.  

Sixty-six percent of those whose firms’ 

invoice payment processes are efficient plan 

to implement AP innovations, versus 34.1 

percent of those whose firms’ invoice pay-

ment operations are not efficient. 

Interestingly, businesses that process more 

than 20,000 invoices per month also appear 

to be far more efficient than others. Our 

research finds 77.2 percent of surveyed 

AP professionals who work at firms that 

handle this invoice volume believe they pro-

cess them “very” or “extremely” efficiently. 

Respondents at organizations that process 

between 2,000 to 20,000 invoices per month 

have about a 50-50 chance of considering 

ANNUAL REVENUE

$100M–$500MUnder $10M
TOTAL SAMPLE

$500M or greater$10M–$100M

FIGURE 3: 

Why AP professionals want to implement AP innovations  
Share interested in innovations who cite select benefits of innovating, by their firms’ annual revenue
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FIGURE 2: 

How firms’ monthly invoice volumes relate to their 
future innovation plans  
Share that plan to invest in invoice innovations, by 
number of invoices processed per month

Invoice approval innovations

Invoice payment innovations

Invoice receipt innovations

73.7%
of firms that  
process more than 
20,000 invoices  
per year plan to  
implement invoice  
receipt innovations.

A culture of efficiency    |    10

their firms’ invoice processing operations to 

be efficient, however. 

AP professionals from firms that process 

more than 20,000 per month are the most 

interested in adopting invoice innovations. 

Our research shows 73.7 percent of those 

that handle this invoice volume plan to invest 

in invoice receipt innovations, 69.9 percent in 

invoice approval innovations and 68.4 per-

cent in invoice payment innovations. Just 

47.5 percent of firms that process 5,000 to 

20,000 invoices per month plan to adopt 

invoice receipt innovations, by comparison, 

and 48.8 percent and 50 percent of firms 

that handle this invoice volume plan to adopt 

invoice approval and invoice payment inno-

vations, respectively. 

Perhaps even more interesting is why sur-

veyed professionals say they are interested 

in these invoice innovations. Our research 
Source: PYMNTS.com

Source: PYMNTS.com
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A culture of efficiency    |    12

suggests AP professionals’ interest in 

implementing related innovations is less 

about reducing costs than about increas-

ing efficiency. When asked why they want to 

implement AP innovations, 69.8 percent of 

surveyed AP professionals say they want to 

reduce the time required to process invoices, 

67.6 percent note interest in reducing manual 

processes and 64.2 percent want to reduce 

the number of people involved. 

This makes sense, as manual processing 

can produce unforced errors and lead to 

frustrations. Respondents from companies 

that process more than 20,000 invoices per 

month cite factors like time and manual pro-

cess reduction as their reasons for interest in 

invoice innovations, likely because they are 

thinking about how efficiency could make 

their jobs more manageable. 

That said, it is worth noting that reducing 

time, manual labor and the number of peo-

ple involved in invoice processing are at 

least indirectly related to cost reduction. The 

less time and resources spent processing 

invoices, the more are available for other 

tasks. Invoice innovations can thus present 

both logistical and human benefits for the 

companies that adopt them. 
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FIGURE 4: 

Why AP professionals want to implement  
AP innovations  
Share interested in innovations who cite such  
select benefits, by the number of invoices their firms 
process per month
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Source: PYMNTS.com

76.5%
of firms that process  

between 2,000 and 5,000 invoices 
per month want to innovate  

to reduce the time  
required to process invoices.
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FIGURE 5: 

A breakdown of the time spent processing invoices 
Time it takes businesses to receive, approve and pay invoices

T o fully appreciate the extent to 

which invoice innovations can 

affect businesses’ bottom lines, 

it is necessary to understand 

precisely how much time and resources go 

into processing invoices in the first place.

The first step is the simple act of receiv-

ing them, which can take anywhere from a 

few seconds to a few weeks. Although 66.2 

percent of firms receive invoices within a 

day from when they are sent, 24.8 percent 

must wait an entire week for their suppliers’ 

invoices to reach their doors. The remaining 

9.1 percent of businesses wait two weeks or 

longer. In rare cases, vendors must wait more 

than a month to receive supplier invoices. 

The troubling part is that the invoice receipt 

process is the shortest leg of this race. 

It often takes longer to approve and pay 

received invoices, and the time frame tends 

What it takes to process invoices    |    14

What it takes to      
process invoices  

10%

20%
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Source: PYMNTS.com
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to vary according to the volume of invoices 

processed each month. Businesses that pro-

cess between 5,000 and 20,000 invoices per 

month take an average of 4.2 days to receive 

invoices, 5.5 days to approve them and 6.9 

days to pay them. Firms that process 2,000 

to 5,000 invoices per month take 4.4 days to 

receive, 4.9 days to approve and 6.5 days to 

pay them, on average. 

Firms that process more than 20,000 

invoices per month are the standouts here, 

too, doing so faster than competitors despite 

seeing higher volumes. It takes an average of 

just 2.9 days for these businesses to receive 

invoices, 3.5 days to approve them and 5.2 

days to pay them, according to our research. 

The whole process takes an average 11.6 

days, compared to 15.6 days for firms pro-

cessing 2,000 to 5,000 invoices per month 

and 16.5 days for firms processing between 

5,000 and 20,000 per month. 

Firms that process more than 20,000 

invoices per month also tend to require 

approval from more people in their organiza-

tions before they can be paid, making their 

processing speed all the more impressive. 

This is reported by 17.1 percent of those that 

deal with this invoice volume, as well as just 

5.8 percent of firms that process between 

5,000 and 20,000 invoices per month and 

4.1 percent that process between 2,000 and 

5,000 invoices per month. 

Another factor that varies with the number 

of people required to approve invoices is the 

type of payment being approved. Compa-

nies typically require invoice approval from 

between two to five people, with 63.1 per-

cent of surveyed AP professionals saying 
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FIGURE 6: 

A breakdown of the time spent processing invoices 
Average number of days it takes businesses  
to process invoices, by number of invoices  
processed per month
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FIGURE 7: 

A breakdown of the time spent processing invoices 
Average number of days it takes businesses to process invoices, by number of invoices processed per month
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More than 20,000: 11.6 days

2,000 to 5,000: 15.6 days

AVERAGE: 14.1 days

5,001 to 20,000: 16.5 days

Source: PYMNTS.com

Source: PYMNTS.com

Firms processing 
more than  

20,000 invoices 
per month need 

11.6
DAYS 

on average  
to complete  

invoice receipt.

What it takes to process invoices    |    16
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FIGURE 9: 

A breakdown of the personnel needed to  
process invoices 
Number of people involved in such operations,  
by invoices processed per month
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Source: PYMNTS.com

this is standard at their firms. Our analy-

sis finds that 76.4 percent of respondents 

say their businesses require approval from 

two to five people when approving large  

invoices, too. 

Businesses tend to require fewer people’s 

approval for smaller invoices and recurring 

payments. Nearly 60 percent of respon-

dents say their firms require approval from 

two to five people for invoices valued below 

What it takes to process invoices    |    18

$1,000, and 57.1 percent require it for  

recurring payments. 

These procedural differences aside, this evi-

dence shows AP professionals from firms 

that process more than 20,000 invoices 

per year are not just being overconfident 

when they rate their companies’ invoice pro-

cessing operations as “very” or “extremely” 

efficient. Despite having more invoices with 

which to deal and involving more people in 

the invoice approval process, they still man-

age to receive, approve and pay their invoices 

faster than others. They are also looking to 

adopt invoice innovations to make that pro-

cess even more efficient. 

These businesses not only have cultures 

that value efficiency, but also are demon-

strably more efficient — at least in terms 

of speed — when processing invoices. The 

question then becomes how are they able 

to process so many invoices so much faster 

while involving more people? 

TYPE OF PAYMENTS2

SmallOne-time
AVERAGE

LargeRecurring

FIGURE 8: 

A breakdown of the personnel needed to process invoices 
Number of people involved in firms’ invoice processing operations, by type of payment
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Source: PYMNTS.com

2 In our survey, “large payments” include payments worth $1,000 or more, “small payments” include payments worth less than $1,000, “recurring payments” were defined as those made on a 
regular basis to the same vendors at least once per quarter and “one-time payments” were made to vendors not paid regularly and paid less than once per quarter.
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Working through high volumes    |    20

C ompanies that process more 

than 20,000 invoices per 

month are more likely to do 

two things than those that 

handle fewer: First, they are more likely than 

others to use eInvoices and OCR technol-

ogy to process invoices. Second, they are 

more likely to require invoice approval from 

their CEOs as opposed to directors or other  

lower-level managers. 

Our research suggests most businesses use 

not one, but a mix of technologies to help 

process their invoices. The most common 

of these is eInvoices, allowing invoices to be 

digitally — often automatically — submitted, 

processed and paid. This tool is used by 74.5 

percent of all respondents.

Businesses that process more than 20,000 

invoices per month more commonly lever-

age eInvoices to streamline their operations, 

however. Our analysis finds 84.5 percent of 

respondents from firms that process this 

volume say their firms use eInvoices, as do 

68.4 percent from those processing 5,000 to 

20,000 invoices per month and 64.9 percent 

of those handling between 2,000 and 5,000 

per month. Working through       
high volumes  

FIGURE 10: 

A breakdown of the technologies firms use  
to process invoices 
Share of respondents whose firms process invoices 
using select technologies
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FIGURE 11: 

A breakdown of the technologies firms use to process invoices 
Time in days it takes firms to process invoices, by type of technology employed
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Source: PYMNTS.com

The second-most common technology 

employed in firms’ invoice processing oper-

ations is optical character recognition (OCR), 

which analyzes images and digitizes them to 

facilitate faster processing. Among respon-

dents from companies that process more 

than 20,000 per month, 69.9 percent say they 

use OCR to process invoices. This compares 

to 43.9 percent and 27.1 percent, respec-

tively, for those processing between 5,000 

and 20,000 invoices per month or 2,000 to 

5,000 invoices per month. 

In short, businesses that process more than 

20,000 invoices per month can process 

higher volumes at faster speeds, in part 

because they have invested in the technol-

ogy that allows them to do so. 

Just as important as the time technology can 

save is the question of whose time is being 

taken up, and how high up in an organization 

an invoice must go to get approval. 

The answer for firms that process more than 

20,000 invoices per month is often CEOs, 

cited by 34.7 percent of surveyed AP profes-

sionals. That figure is 53.1 percent among 

those from firms processing more than 

20,000 invoices per month, which means 

businesses processing more than 20,000 

per month are more than twice as likely to 

require that invoices receive CEOs’ approval 

than those processing between 2,000 and 

20,000 invoices per month. 

Moreover, businesses that require their 

CEOs’ approval before paying invoices 

tend to receive, process and pay invoices 

faster than those that require approval from  

lower-level executives. Firms that require 

Firms using  
eInvoice solutions 
need an average of  

12 DAYS 
to process invoices. 

34.7%
of firms require their 

CEOs’ approval  
to pay invoices.
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Firms that need  
their vice presidents’ 
approval to pay  
invoices require  
an average of 

16.9
 days to do so. 

CEOs’ approval for invoices complete the 

entire process in 9.2 days, on average, 

while those that require approval from 

other C-suite executives do so in an aver-

age of 15.2 days and those that require 

approval from vice presidents need an 

average of 16.9 days. 

It is not entirely clear which of these factors 

ultimately determines the speed at which 

firms can process invoices, but those with 

the most efficient processing operations fit a 

very particular profile: They tend to process 

more than 20,000 invoices per month, require 

two or more people — usually including their 

CEOs — to approve them and leverage eIn-

voice or OCR technology.

Companies that generate between $100 

million and $500 million in annual revenue 

are far more likely to process 20,000-plus 

invoices per year. This is the same group that 

processes invoices much faster than others 

and is much more likely to use eInvoices and 

OCR. Even the professionals tasked with pro-

cessing invoices in these highly efficient AP 

departments are more interested in investing 

in invoice innovations than those at all other 

companies, though. 

FIGURE 12: 

Highest ranking individual needed to approve  
invoices and invoice processing operation impacts  
Share of respondents at whose firms select  
individuals’ approval is required to pay invoices 
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FIGURE 13: 

Highest ranking individual needed to approve  
invoices and invoice processing operation impacts  
Share at whose firms select individuals’ approval is 
required, by number of invoices processed per month
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More than 20,000

2,000 to 5,000

Source: PYMNTS.com

ANNUAL REVENUE
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AVERAGE DAYS
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FIGURE 14: 

Highest ranking individual needed to approve invoices and invoice processing operation impacts  
Average days needed to complete invoice approval, by whose approval is required to pay and share at whose firms select 
individuals’ approval is required, by firms’ annual revenue
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B usinesses that process high 

invoice volumes and generate 

between $100 million and $500 

million per year may be the 

most enthusiastic about adopting invoice 

innovations in the future, but they are hardly 

the only organizations interested in doing 

so. When asked, 81.6 percent of all AP pro-

fessionals expressed interest in at least one 

technology that could make their invoice pro-

cess faster, easier or less error-prone. These 

respondents would like to adopt eInvoicing, 

cited by 56.9 percent. 

As expected, professionals from firms pro-

cessing more than 20,000 invoices are the 

most interested in adopting eInvoicing, cited 

62.8 percent of respondents from those pro-

cessing this quantity. This is also the case for 

53.5 percent from those processing between 

5,000 and 20,000 per month and 51.6 per-

cent of those processing 2,000 to 5,000 per 

month. It therefore seems eInvoices are a 

hot ticket item among AP professionals at 

all companies, regardless of the number of 

invoices they process. 
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The innovations AP 
professionals want,  

and why they don’t  
always get them

INVOICES PROCESSED PER MONTH

2,000–5,000More than 20,000
TOTAL SAMPLE

“Very” or “extremely” 

efficient operations5,001–20,000

FIGURE 15: 

AP professionals at firms interested in select invoice innovations 
Share who would like to adopt select innovations, by invoices processed per month and portion of firms who say their invoice 
processing operations are “very” or “extremely” efficient
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We also notice that AP professionals who rate 

their companies’ invoice operations as “very” 

or “extremely” efficient show more interest 

in certain types of invoice innovations, fore-

most among them being automatic order 

matching, eInvoices and ePayables with vir-

tual cards. Even with so many expressing 

interest in a wide variety, 19 percent of sur-

veyed AP professionals were not interested 

in investing in invoice innovations of any kind. 

The biggest reason is that their companies 

currently have other priorities that take prec-

edent, cited by 48.2 percent of respondents 

who are not interested in invoice innovation. 

AP professionals who are not interested in 

invoice innovations are in the minority, but 

their answers help provide a glimpse into 

why so many companies might opt out 

of innovations despite their benefits. Our 

research suggests many businesses may 

simply choose to allocate their resources to 

projects they feel are more pressing, unless 

processing invoices takes up more time and 

resources than they can handle.

The second- and third-most cited inno-

vations that respondents would like to 

implement are automatic order matching at 

43.8 percent and then ePayables with virtual 

cards at 28 percent. Automatic order match-

ing is more in demand among respondents 

at firms processing 20,000-plus invoices per 

month, while ePayables with virtual cards is 

more popular with those from firms process-

ing 2,000 to 5,000 invoices per month. That 

said, large portions of companies of all types 

express interest in both technologies.  

The next-most in-demand invoice inno-

vations include email invoices, artificial 

intelligence (AI) systems, software solutions 

that will manage invoices and OCR. Our 

research shows 9.3 percent of respondents 

who express interest in invoice innovations 

say their companies do not need new tech-

nologies but are interested in improving their 

internal processes, too, which speaks to 

the depth of the demand among firms of all 

types, sizes and invoice volumes.
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FIGURE 17: 

Why some firms choose not to invest in  
invoice innovations 
Share citing such select reasons, by number of  
invoices processed per month
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FIGURE 16: 

Why some firms choose not to invest in invoice 
innovations 
Share of respondents citing select reasons their firms 
are not planning invoice innovations
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38.8%
of firms do not  
invest in invoice  
innovations because 
they would  
take too long  
to implement.
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12%
of firms do not  

invest in invoice innovations  
because they cannot get  
enough attention from  
management to do so. 

Other logistical concerns include the time 

and cost it might take to switch from legacy 

systems, with 38.8 percent of respondents 

saying they feel invoice innovations would 

simply take too long to implement and 30.7 

percent saying they feel changing their pro-

cesses would be too expensive. Some were 

not so much concerned with the practicality 

of implementing invoice innovations as sat-

isfaction with their current systems. When 

asked, 39.2 percent of AP professionals who 

are not interested in innovations say they 

feel this way because their companies’ cur-

rent invoice processing operations work well 

for them. 

This speaks to the fact that entrenched 

modes of operation can be difficult to alter. 

If AP professionals propose investing in 

invoice innovations, for example, they will 

likely be asked to answer why their busi-

nesses should invest time and resources 

in new technology when they have func-

tioning legacy systems for which they have  

already paid. 

Invoice innovations can add value and reduce 

costs in myriad ways, as shown by firms that 

already use ePayable solutions and OCR, 

among other offerings. They can decrease 

the time and manual labor needed to receive, 

approve and pay invoices, thereby opening 

up employees’ schedules to focus on more 

pertinent areas. This reduces total costs to 

organizations and boosts bottom lines. Such 

solutions can also reduce the margin of error 

involved in manually processing invoice infor-

mation, instead tapping into automation and 

even improving employee morale by making 

their jobs less strenuous. Benefits like these 

are not limited to one type of business, but 

rather available to any that takes the initiative 

to implement them. 
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CONCLUSION

O ur research demonstrates that most AP professionals 

know invoice innovations can improve their busi-

nesses and often want to adopt them. The trouble is 

that many AP departments are satisfied with the sta-

tus quo and feel no need to radically alter their operations, particularly 

when there are more pertinent issues that need to be addressed.  

This overlooks the fact that time, money and resources are already 

being lost because the status quo is in place, however. Relying on 

old-school invoice processing methods causes unforced errors, 

money lost to inefficient operations and frustrations due to slow and  

cumbersome protocols. 

Invoice innovation can therefore be regarded as a short-term cost 

more than a long-term investment. The sooner businesses realize 

that invoice innovations need not be necessities to enjoy their bene-

fits, the faster they stand to reap the rewards. 

The Payables Friction Index, a PYMNTS and 

Corcentric collaboration, was designed to 

gauge the frictions associated with AP pro-

cesses and assess how businesses can make 

invoice processing smoother and faster. It 

measures friction on a scale of zero to 100, 

with lower scores denoting higher degrees of 

payments friction and higher scores indicating 

more seamless AP processes. 

The Index is based on our survey of executives 

at 2,570 firms that asked questions related 

to three AP stages: invoice receipt, approval 

and payment. A total of 1,253 responses 

were disqualified, and of the remaining 1,317 

responses, 245 were thrown out because they 

were partially completed and 32 were dis-

carded because they were bad. This left us with 

the 1,040 completed responses we considered 

for this analysis. 

Approximately 70.2 percent of our survey 

respondents work in accounting and 62.9 

percent in AP, with 26.4 percent of qualified 

respondents serving firms that generate $100 

million to $250 million in annual revenue. Over-

all, 31.4 percent work for firms that receive more 

than 50,000 monthly invoices, and another 25.2 

percent for those that process 2,000 to 5,000 

per month.

FIGURE 19: 

Number and value of invoices respondents’ firms 
processed each month  
Share hailing from firms that process select monthly 
invoice volumes, by volume 
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FIGURE 18: 

Annual revenues generated by respondents’ firms 
Share of respondents hailing from firms that generat-
ed select annual revenues, by annual revenue
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PYMNTS.com is where the best minds and the best content meet on the web to 
learn about “What’s Next” in payments and commerce. Our interactive platform is 
reinventing the way companies in payments share relevant information about the 
initiatives that make news and shape the future of this dynamic sector. Our data 
and analytics team includes economists, data scientists and industry analysts 
who work with companies to measure and quantify the innovations at the cutting 
edge of this new world.

 
Corcentric is a leading provider of source-to-pay and order-to-cash solutions for 
businesses in the United States and Europe that optimize how they purchase, pay, 
and get paid. Corcentric’s procurement, accounts payable, and accounts receivable 
solutions empower companies to spend smarter, optimize cash flow, and drive 
profitability. Since 1996, more than 6,000 customers from the middle market to the 
Fortune 1000 have used Corcentric to reduce costs and improve working capital. 
Learn more at corcentric.com.
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